
Lecture 8

Animation



Animation: Concept

- Key frame animation: originated from Walt 
Disney animation

- Draw – erase – draw
- Much cheaper than updating changed pixel
- Sequence of pictures 24 frames per second
- Main problem with key frame animation, 

interpolation between frame



OpenGL Practice in animation

- Idle callback function will execute 
certain subroutine to animate

- Animation is carried out by manipulating 
certain variable 

- Programming in OpenGL is a continuous 
process. Therefore the subroutine must 
continuously manipulate the variable.



Animation Functions

void glutIdleFunc(void (*f)(void))
The function execute f() whenever there is no other 
event.

void glutPostRedisplay()
Requests that the display callback be executed.



Sample Source Code
glutIdleFunc(myidle);

void myidle()
{
theta += 2.0;
if (theta > 360.0) theta -= 360;

glutPostRedisplay();

}



Single vs Double Buffer

Analogy: each buffer is equal to an 
artist with sketch pad.
Double buffer: one artist will prepare 
the current one and the other one will 
prepare the next one
OpenGL does not inherently support 
double buffering, support by glut



Double buffering in OpenGL

Change glFlush() to glutSwapBuffers()
glutSwapBuffers();

Set the glutInitDisplayMode as 
GLUT_DOUBLE and GLUT_RGB
glutInitDisplayMode(GLUT_DOUBLE | 
GLUT_RGB);



Tie animation with menu

int animate =0;
void myMenu(int value)

{ …
if (value == 1) animate = 1;

… }
int main()
{

…
if(animate == 1)glutIdleFunc(myIdle);
…

}



Principles in Animation

Articulated Bodies: 
represented the bodies as joint and 
linkages such as human bodies, robotic 
arc etc

Particle: 
represented to bodies as point such as 
small pieces of broken glass, fog etc.



Approaches to animation

Keyframing: 
every frame is set and the animation is 
carried out 

Procedural Method: 
the animation is according to procedure

Motion capture: 
sensor is attached to human to capture the 
motion for the animation 



Procedural Method

Integration of mathematics, physics,  
heuristics etc with creativity.

Demo:   traffic flow and snooker ball



Curves in animation

◊ Implicit vs parametric representation

Role of curves
◊ Predict the smoothness of the animated 

bodies
◊ Easy to manipulate



Curve representation: implicit

Implicit 
f(x,y) = 0

f(x,y,z) = 0
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Circle: Implicit and Parametric 
representation

ParametricImplicit

Parametric representation generates evenly spaced points and 
hence generates more smooth curves.



Synthetic curve representation

Interpolation method
Cubic, cubic spline (piecewise polynomial)

Approximation method
Bezier, B-Spline, Non-rational & rational curve,
uniform and non-uniform 



Importance of curves

Polynomial Spline Polynomial vs
Spline



Some helps

Lesson 39, Lesson 40
Red book: Chapter 3: pp 133 - 143


